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“
“

Violetta has an incredible sense of style, which is essential for
fashion and portrait photography. In our sessions where she also
handled the makeup, the transformation made a huge impact on
the photos. If only I could look like that everyday! Being not so at
ease in front of photoshoots, she was very helpful in directing my
movements and poses. Her great eye for style translates vividly in
her finished work.
-Anchyi Wei Fashion Blogger/ Designer

”

My company has contracted VM Photography & Makeup to
shoot our design projects on more than one occasion. Violetta is a
professional, efficient, and skilled photographer. Regardless of the
subject matter, Violetta brings a beautiful, artistic eye to the shoot
resulting in quality photography work. VM Photography & Makeup
also worked with us on our professional head shots. Everyone felt
so comfortable with Violetta and the end results were really perfect.
Not only is Mrs. Markelou a truly talented individual, she is a
genuine, soulful person that is committed to the art of photography
and understands the relationship between this art to the end user
resulting in a perfectly balanced approach and enjoyable experience.

-Katherine Brown

Violetta is the consummate artist. My partner and I had the pleasure
of working with Violetta for our engagement party and portraits and her
natural ability to see things that others do not created the perfect
photographs that captured our essence in such a unique way. We were so
thrilled that we immediately hired her to capture our upcoming wedding.
She is pure class and creates more than memories!
-Brad Weaber & Mitch P lave
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”

“

Violetta is amazing to work with. StyleMeBar has had the privilege to
work with her. She’s fun, extremely professional, easy to work with, and
makes your experience with her a breeze. I personally love her style, she
brightens up a room and has great energy!

“

Violetta was extremely easy to work with. She truly made me
feel comfortable and completely at ease during our shoot. She
brought out the best in me, drawing out the strong, confident,
beautiful woman I always knew I could be!

”“

-Erica Riggio Owner/Designer at Green Owl Design

“

“

Violetta is magic! She creates an incredibly fun and easy
environment, is a master make-up artist, and guides you toward
the perfect shots. I enthusiastically recommend her to everyone
who needs pictures for any occasion.

-Tracey Garcia Owner / Founder at StyleMeBar
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-Melissa Sullivan

We had the pleasure of working with Violetta and her team
during our ‘editorial-style’ engagement photoshoot. We are getting
married in a castle on the Black Sea and we wanted the pictures
for our website. The shoot was meant to project a theme of
understated opulence and retro glamour and Violetta sure delivered!
From location and styling to the posing and mood - every detail
was impeccably put together!
Violetta exceeded our expectations far and beyond - accommodating
our preferences and ensuring everything is running smoothly. She
was professional and fun to work with!
Violetta made us feel comfortable and provided great direction,
which was much appreciated by us being amateur posers. We are
thrilled with the result!
Thank you Violetta for an outstanding job!
- Veronika & Milen
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